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Projects

THAILAND/BURMA
Our strategy for vulnerable Burmese children is to a) support educational facilities in 
Thailand that offer a Burmese education and have a proven record of delivery; b) support 
children who want to transition into the Thai system of education; and c) support the 
development of education and care facilities inside Burma, when and where it is safe to do 
so. Within this education-focused strategy is always consideration of shelter, nutrition and 
play as healthy minds and bodies are essential for learning and prospering.  

The wonderful Thoo Mwee Khee (TMK) school and dormitory in Phophra, Thailand again 
received your support this year and they continue to produce a high standard of education 
for vulnerable Burmese children. Despite most parts of Burma becoming safer and the 
Government appearing to begin investing in infrastructure, many Burmese remain internally 
displaced or in neighbouring countries like Thailand. Some estimates suggest 200,000 
Burmese are living in the Mae Sot region alone and it is clear that the demand for TMK is 
not declining.

In 2013/14 SpinningTop provided TMK with funding to help feed the 300 children who live 
in its dormitory during the school year. These children generally come to TMK from homes 
inside Burma which are too far/difficult to return to from school and whose families could 
not afford to provide food or money to the school. We also provided a small fund to help 
maintain and improve the vegetable gardens on site and to build a compost hut. Since we 
helped implement this project at TMK a few years ago the children have learned a lot about 
agriculture and there has been a considerable yield to help reduce TMK’s food costs. 



Thanks to the very Good Guys, our comedic heroes who donate their time for our comedy 
festival show, we were able to build a new school in the Burmese jungle this year. The 
Hter Ther Leh school is approximately two hours drive into Burma from the Thai border at 
Phophra. Around 140 children were being educated in this remote village in a single room 
shack. Thanks to our fundraising efforts and your generosity we were able to fully finance 
the construction of a beautiful new, elevated, 8-classroom for this village this year. The 
school was officially opened in May 2014 and is operating now to the pride and relief of 
teachers and students there. 

SpinningTop helped 30 more children from Burma transition into the Thai education 
system, with a donation to World Education. Originally a Save the Children initiative, World 
Education in Thailand specifically works to provide educational opportunities to displaced 
Burmese, particularly those living in refugee camps. For those families with nothing to 
return to in Burma and who want to stay in Thailand then having the financial assistance to 
access the Thai education system is life changing.

This year we continued to support the incredible, award-winning Social Action for Women 
in Mae Sot, Thailand. Their Pure Future programme of art therapy for the children in their 
care does amazing things and we’re proud to be a supporter. With our help the Pure 
Future team have been able to run classes with the children at its shelters and also to 
another centre for vulnerable children in Phophra, spreading creativity and joy.

SAMOA
The number of children being cared for by the Samoa Victim Support Group sadly 
continued to grow this year and we again provided some emergency food funding for the 
shelters. SVSG is increasingly getting good support from the community in terms of food 
donations so we just provided some money for core ingredients to ensure the children 
always have sufficient, nutritious meals. 

We also provided a stipend to two volunteers from New Zealand who worked with SVSG 
over four months of the year. Ruth and Paul gave their time and skills to help out at the 
SVSG office on fundraising and communications as well as cooking, playing and crafting 
with the children in the shelters. Ruth and Paul also helped set up vegetable gardens 
at the House of Hope to help further reduce the food bill there, and looked into other 
sustainability options like solar power. We feel this was the best way to maximise value for 
money in Samoa this year: we had great feedback from SVSG on our volunteers and the 
gardens and their other efforts have made a lasting impact.



Fundraising
Our net income this year was down 25% on 2012/13 but this was due to the very successful 
Little Lotus project in that previous year. In 2013/14 we did not have any new or large 
fundraising events, but maintained a healthy fundraising balance. During the year we:

•	 Increased the number of people giving to SpinningTop through a regular payroll 
donation, 

•	 Joined the Live Below the Line challenge as a recipient organisation
•	 Became a recipient organisation of the One Percent Collective
•	 Held two very successful The Good Guys comedy festival shows
•	 Sold ‘You Mean the World To Me’ globe trinkets for Mothers’ Day 2013 in The Body 

Shop
•	 Had good sales across all items (eg. gift tags, purses, reindeer) sold in The Body Shop.
•	 Had good sales of Defender Bags

Administration
This	year	we	continued	to	pare	down	the	administrative	side	of	things,	streamlining	office	
systems and even reducing our physical footprint. We had a good transition to using Xero 
during the year and this system has helped us manage budget, invoicing and stock more 
efficiently,	and	with	much	less	reliance	on	paper	records.

We	transitioned	to	Google	Apps	for	email	and	to	using	Dropbox	for	file	management	so	
that SpinningTop can be managed remotely.

Pat and Rachelle were the only two paid employees during the year, working 15-20 hours 
per week each on average. A small amount was spent on paying someone to prepare 
DefenderBags from time to time when necessary to meet orders.

In 2013/14 we raised a total of $217,724 and had expenses of $170,092, resulting in a 
surplus of $47,632. The charity’s income included a corporate donation from The Body 
Shop NZ towards salaries and wages of $29,310. Around half of what the charity raised 
during the year was committed to projects ($91,112). This was less than intended but 
we chose to be conservative around a couple of new projects where we were not fully 
confident	about	the	value	proposition.

A huge thank you to everyone who has donated to us this year, whether it 
was actual dollars or time or talent to help us make dollars – thank you! 
Smile and feel good because you have made a difference in a very small, 
vulnerable person’s life. They had a warm meal which filled their hungry 

bellies, they had a safe place to stay, they learned something which sparked 
their imagination and they got creative which made them joyous.

A very special thanks to the staff and customers of The Body Shop, without 
whom half of what we achieve could not be done.

The	following	pages	contain	SpinningTop’s	financials	which	have	
been submitted to the Charities Commission in New Zealand.










